A power supply has a full-wave rectified signal which is alternately switched between a low impedance path, which does not provide power to the power supply, and a charging path, which does provide power to the power supply. During the major portion of the a.c. cycle, the full-wave rectified signal follows the low impedance path without loading the current transformer (12) or distorting the current signal. Near the zero crossings of the a.c. current signal, the low impedance path is opened so that the full-wave rectified signal charges a charging circuit (20) which feeds a voltage regulator (22) to provide output power from the power supply. While the rectified signal flows through the low impedance path, the charging circuit (20) discharges and provides the power required by the peripheral circuitry of the circuit breaker. When the charge in the charging circuit (20) drops below a predetermined set point, which is governed by the output of the regulator (22) and feedback from the rectified signal, power is diverted from the low impedance path to recharge the charging circuit (20).
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FAULT-POWERED POWER SUPPLY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to power supplies, and more particularly to a switching power supply which is particularly useful in circuit breaker applications.

Description of the Related Art

In electric power distribution systems, circuit breakers are used to protect power lines and other distribution equipment from excessive current flows which tend to overheat and damage current conductors. Circuit breakers carry and monitor the current flowing through the power distribution lines. When the current reaches an undesirable high level in a particular line, a tripping device or trip unit associated with the circuit breaker interrupts current flow in the power line, usually by energizing an electromagnetic relay connected in series with the line. Each circuit breaker includes current monitoring circuitry, trip determination circuitry, and circuitry to power the tripping device. Moreover, many circuit breakers used in industrial applications offer sophisticated delay circuitry to maximize power dissipation and to prevent unnecessary tripping, alarm or annunciation circuitry, and other types of fault detection circuitry, such as circuitry for ground fault detection.
A power supply is needed to provide adequate power to the circuitry of the circuit breaker during operation. Since circuit breakers monitor the power in the distribution lines, power is conveniently drawn from the distribution lines to provide power for the power supply. Circuit breakers of this type are commonly referred to as "fault-powered" circuit breakers. Advantageously, fault-powered circuit breakers operate over a wide range of line current to ensure proper operation of the circuit breaker. For instance, under ground fault conditions, when current is drawn from the line through an external conductor, such as when the conductor comes into contact with a motor casing, the line current is low; the power supply must still be able to adequately power its associated circuitry and the tripping relay in order to isolate the affected power line and prevent the ground fault from causing damage. Antithetically, a "short" circuit may produce currents in the power line which are many times greater than the rating of the line. To prevent damage caused by this type of severe overcurrent condition, the power supply contains surge protection so that it continues providing power to the associated circuitry and to the tripping relay in order to isolate the affected power line and prevent damage to the power line and any related electrical equipment. An overcurrent condition may produce currents in excess of twenty times the current encountered during a ground fault situation, and the power supply must be able to deliver an output suitable to power the circuitry of the circuit breaker over this entire operating range.
While fault-powered circuit breakers offer many advantages over externally powered circuit breakers, they also present some drawbacks. The most simple and straightforward power supply is a linear power supply which, if providing sufficient power at minimum input levels, must waste the power at higher input levels. This inherent inefficiency of linear power supplies is overcome by switching power supplies. However, switching power supplies can distort the power signal and upset the metering function as a result of the change in load presented to the current transformer as the power supply switches. Since the power signal being monitored by the current transformer is used by the trip-determination circuitry to control the tripping device, a distorted signal reduces the accuracy of the trip-determination circuitry. The reduced accuracy can cause the circuit breaker to trip unnecessarily, or to continue to pass current during an overload condition.

Moreover, some fault-powered circuit breakers cannot provide adequate power particularly during low current situations. At such times the available power is insufficient to energize electromagnetic tripping relays which draw a significant amount of power during actuation. To overcome this disadvantage, U.S. Patent No. 4,258,403 issued March 24, 1981 to Shimp discloses a ground fault circuit interrupter which charges a timing capacitor via a summing current transformer. When the charge on the timing capacitor reaches a predetermined level, the capacitor is completely discharged through the trip coil of the circuit interrupter. The electrical current is sufficient to actuate the trip coil to open circuit the power line. Therefore, during low current situations, the circuit breaker generates enough power to open
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circuit the power line to prevent possible damage. However, Shimp’s circuit uses the timing capacitor to power only the trip coil, so that the circuit does not supplement the power supply during a ground fault situation. Instead, the separate timing capacitor is utilized as part of the tripping circuitry, so that the tripping circuitry not only initiates the tripping signal, but also provides the power needed to actuate the trip coil.

The present invention is directed to overcome one or more of the problems set forth above.

Summary of the Invention

It is the primary object of the present invention to provide an efficient and accurate power supply.

It is an important object of the present invention to provide a power supply which minimizes distortion in the power signal.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a power supply in accordance with the above objects with a minimum number of component parts.

It is still another object of the present invention to provide a power supply which efficiently supplies power to an associated circuit breaker, particularly during low current conditions.

These and other objects of the present invention are realized by means of a power supply for a circuit breaker, which is powered by a current transformer sensing current in the conductor being monitored by the circuit breaker. The power supply is designed to switch near zero points in the power signal so as to minimize the load changes on the current transformer and thereby prevent distortion of the power signal. To further minimize loading effects and to conserve power, the sensed power
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signal is directed through a low impedance path for most of the operational cycle. It is only near the zero points in the power signal that the sensed power signal is used to deliver power to charging circuitry within the power supply for subsequent delivery to the circuit breaker.

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a power supply for a circuit breaker is provided where the circuit breaker carries current in a conductor. A current signal having a magnitude correlative to the current flowing in the conductor is produced. A charging circuit is charged by the current signal and delivers a voltage signal having a magnitude correlative to the charge stored in the charging circuit. A low impedance circuit is provided which bypasses the charging circuit. The current signal is directed through the charging circuit when the magnitude of the current signal falls below a predetermined magnitude, and the current signal is redirected through the low impedance circuit when the magnitude of the current signal rises above the predetermined magnitude.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a method is provided for supplying power to a circuit breaker where the circuit breaker carries current in three conductors of a three-phase distribution circuit and can selectively interrupt current flowing in any of the conductors in response to a detected fault. According to this method, current signals are produced which are correlative to the current flowing in the respective conductors along with a current signal which is correlative to the sum of the currents flowing in each of the conductors. The current signals and the summed current signal are rectified, and the summed rectified current signal is added to the largest of the signals. The added signal is then directed to a
low impedance path when the signal is greater than a predetermined peak value, and redirected to a storage element when the signal is less than the predetermined percentage of its peak value. The added rectified signal charges the storage element and this charge, or stored energy, is used to power both the sensing circuitry and the trip unit associated with the circuit breaker.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Other objects and advantages of the invention will become apparent upon reading the following detail description and upon reference to the drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a fault-powered switching power supply in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 2 is an illustration of waveforms at various points in the diagram of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of a fault-powered switching power supply in accordance with the present invention; and

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of a fault-powered switching power supply having an alternate source of power in accordance with an alternate embodiment of the present invention.

While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms, specific embodiments thereof have been shown by way of example in the drawings and will be described in detail herein. It should be understood, however, that it is not intended to limit the invention to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Turning now to the drawings, and referring initially to Figs. 1 and 2, the power supply 10 delivers power on the output line 11 to the trip unit or related circuitry (not shown) of the circuit breaker over a wide range of line power fluctuations, and does so efficiently by switching the power input as a function of the line power. Fig. 2 shows waveforms depicting several cycles of operation of the power supply 10 at various nodes in the circuit. A current transformer 12 delivers power to the power supply 10 by sensing current flowing through the power line 14. In industrial applications, for example, the current on the power line 14 alternates at 50 or 60 hertz with an average d.c. value of zero and a peak value of 100 amperes. A full-wave rectifier 16 converts the alternating current signal to a rectified current signal having an average d.c. value of about 70/n amperes and a peak value of 100/n amperes, where "n" is the turns ratio of the current transformer 12. As an example a line current having a peak value of about 100 amperes results in a rectified current signal having a peak value of about 10 amperes using a current transformer having a standard turns ratio of 50:5. The rectified signal provides power to the trip unit and is available across the positive output of the rectifier 16 and its negative output, which is connected to circuit ground through a load resistor 24.

To efficiently use the power, a bypass switch 18 controls the delivery of the rectified signal to the remainder of the power supply. The switching action selectively samples the full-wave rectified signal to provide power to the power supply 10. When open, the bypass switch 18 directs the rectified signal to a charging circuit 20. The charging circuit 20 acts as a storage device to
provide power to peripheral circuits, so that only a minimal amount of power is drawn from the current transformer 12 during a selected amount of the operating cycle. The rectified signal charges the charging circuit 20 to a peak voltage during the sampling time. The voltage signal delivered by the charging circuit 20 is preferably conditioned by a voltage regulator 22. The voltage regulator 22 limits the output voltage from the charging circuit 20 so that the resulting regulated dc voltage waveform is substantially free from fluctuations. The regulated output voltage is suitable to power the rest of the circuitry, and typically retains a value of +5 volts or +15 volts.

When closed, the bypass switch 18 provides a low impedance path for the full-wave rectified signal. The rectified signal produced by the full-wave rectifier 16 bypasses the charging circuit 20 to flow through the bypass switch 18 and the load resistor 24 to circuit ground. During this period, the full-wave rectified signal is not available for recharging the charging circuit 20, and the charging circuit 20 discharges in response to the power being demanded at the output 11 of the power supply 10.

The load resistor 24 is selected to have a low resistance value, typically about 10 ohms. Thus, when the power demanded from the power supply 10 is being delivered from the charging circuit 20 as it discharges, the power supply 10 draws little power from the power lines due to the low resistance of the load resistor 24. Also, switching the full-wave rectified signal to the low impedance path conserves power since the low resistance provided by the resistance 24 dissipates considerably less power than the charging circuit 20. The output voltage from the charging circuit 20 falls as it continues to discharge as long as the bypass switch 18 remains
closed. When the switch reopens, current is again drawn from the current transformer 12 for recharging the charging circuit 20 to keep the voltage delivered to the voltage regulator 22 at a level sufficient to operate the peripheral circuitry.

The operation of the bypass switch 18 is controlled by a comparator 26 which receives signals from the charging circuit 20 on its non-inverting input (node C) and from a feedback circuit 28 on its inverting input (node B). These signals determine when the comparator 26 switches the bypass switch 18 between conducting (closed) and nonconducting (open) states. The signal from the charging circuit 20 is correlative to the output voltage of the charging circuit 20, and the signal from the feedback circuit 28 is correlative to the current on the power line. The signal from the feedback circuit 28 is derived from a signal taken across the load resistor 24, which is essentially a mirror image of the full-wave rectified signal, and acts as a switching input for the comparator 26.

As can be seen from a study of Fig. 2A, the waveform on the inverting input (node B) appears as an inverted full-wave rectified signal having a positive d.c. offset. The waveform on the non-inverting input (node C) appears as a ramp signal which has a positive d.c. offset, and which repeatedly intersects the inverted full-wave rectified signal. When these waveforms intersect, i.e., when the signals represented by these waveforms are equal to each other, the comparator 26 switches its output. The output of the comparator 26 is connected to the bypass switch 18 between conductive and nonconductive states.

Fig. 2B shows the operation of the bypass switch 18 relative to the intersections of the waveforms shown at Fig. 2A. During the first period
the bypass switch 18 is closed. When closed, the bypass switch 18 completes the low impedance path through the load resistor 24 and the full-wave rectifier 16 to circuit ground. The incoming full-wave rectified signal bypasses the charging circuit 20 in favor of the low impedance path presented by the resistor 24. Therefore, the charging circuit 20 discharges during the first period T1 to power the voltage regulator 22. This is clearly illustrated by the period T1 of the waveform in Fig. 2C, which is a representation of the output of the charging circuit 20 at node C.

Referring again to Fig. 2A, as the charging circuit 20 discharges, the magnitude of the signal on the non-inverting input of the comparator 26 falls below the magnitude of the signal on the inverting input, causing the output of the comparator 26 to switch states. Since the output of the comparator 26 controls the bypass switch 18, it also changes states and opens during the period T2. When open, the bypass switch 18 directs the full-wave rectified signal to the charging circuit 20 to recharge the charging circuit, as shown by the increasing voltage in period T2 of Fig. 2C. During the period T2, the charge on the charging circuit 20 increases, so the magnitude of the signal on the non-inverting input of the comparator 26 increases. When the magnitude of the signal on the non-inverting input becomes greater than the magnitude of the signal on the inverting input, the comparator 26 switches states and closes the bypass switch 18 to route the full-wave rectified signal through the low impedance path.

According to an important aspect of this invention, a substantially constant load is maintained on the current transformer 12, by ensuring that the bypass switch 18 changes states near the zero points of the full-wave rectified signal, which
in turn correspond to the zero crossing points of the current signal on the power line. A change in load results in errors in the output current of the current transformer 12, which can cause unacceptable errors in the signal from the load resistor 24. The feedback circuit 28 serves as a means for ascertaining these zero crossing points so that the bypass switch 18 is switched about the zero crossing points. In Fig. 2A, the upper peaks of the waveform at node B represent zero crossing points. As shown therein, the comparator 26 opens the bypass switch 18 near the zero crossing points so that the charging circuit 20 recharges during the period T2.

Because the recharging of the charging circuit 20 draws a significant amount of power, it is important to have recharging performed in such a way as to have a minimal loading effect on the current signal. Since the loading effect on an input source is proportional to the magnitude of the input current through the input impedance, the switching is done near the zero crossing points of the current signal where the input current is so low that the input signal experiences only minor loading effects. Typically, the loading effects are acceptable when about ten to thirty percent of the full-wave rectified signals peak value is used for charging. However, a smaller percentage of the rectified signal may be sampled during the recharging cycle, if the sample is sufficient to provide adequate power to the peripheral circuits connected to the output of the power supply. During the remainder of the current cycle, the full-wave rectified signal passes through the low impedance path, which dissipates little power as compared to the recharging cycle.

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of a particular embodiment of the power supply 10 of Fig. 1, wherein like reference numerals designate
corresponding portions of the power supply circuit in Fig. 1. The current transformer 12 senses the current in the power line 14, and delivers the sensed current signal to a conventional full-wave rectifier 16 which comprises four diodes 31-34 connected in the form of a standard bridge rectifier. The full-wave rectifier 16 outputs, at node A, a full-wave rectified signal which follows the path of least resistance, either through the bypass switch 18 or through the charging circuit 20.

The bypass switch 18 comprises a transistor 36 which has a grounded emitter. The collector of transistor 36 is connected to the output of rectifier 16 at node A and its base is connected to ground through a resistor 60 and to the emitter of a transistor 54. The collector of transistor 54 is connected to the junction of a pair of resistors 56 and 58 respectively leading to the anode and cathode ends of a diode 57 which connects node A to the charging circuit 20. The base of transistor 54 is linked through a resistor 59 to the output of the comparator 26 which comprises an operational amplifier 53 having a resistor 55 in its positive feedback path.

The changing circuit 20 comprises a charging element in the form of a capacitor 38 connected between the diode 57 at node A and circuit ground. At the diode end the capacitor 38 is connected to the junction of the voltage regulator 22 leading to the output 11, and a resistor 42 which leads to node C. Node C is defined by the junction of a resistor 44 and a capacitor 46 connected in parallel across circuit ground, and is also connected to the non-inverting input of the amplifier 53 of the comparator 26.
The feedback circuit 28 comprises a resistor 48 connected to the load resistor 24 and leading, through a zener diode 52, to node B, which is connected to the inverting input of the comparator 53 and to the output 11 of the converter through a resistor 30. The junction of the resistor 48 and the anode of the zener diode 50, the cathode of which is connected to circuit ground.

In order to control the path of the full-wave rectified signal, the voltage across the capacitor 38 is compared with the feedback signal from the burden resistor 24. The capacitor 38 charges to a voltage higher than the output voltage of the voltage regulator 22, and thus has a positive d.c. offset as shown in Fig. 2C. The feedback signal, produced from the signal across the load resistor 24, is essentially a mirror image of the full-wave rectified signal. Since the voltage drop across the load resistor 24 is negative with respect to circuit ground, the signal has a negative d.c. offset. Therefore, the feedback signal is superposed (at node B) on the output of the voltage regulator 22 to give it a positive d.c. offset for comparison with the output signal from the capacitor 38.

In the comparator 26, the two resistors 42 and 44 form a voltage divider 40 at the non-inverting input of the amplifier 53. The voltage divider reduces the d.c. offset of the output of the capacitor 38 so that the magnitude of the signal is similar to the magnitude of the signal at node B. The second capacitor connected in parallel to the resistor 44 acts as a low pass filter to prevent higher order harmonics from contaminating the signal at the non-inverting input of the comparator 26. The inverting input of the comparator 26 receives a voltage limited feedback signal from the feedback circuit 28. The inverted full-wave rectified signal
across the load resistor 24 is limited by a resistor 48 and the zener diode 50, so that the feedback signal has a maximum positive voltage of about 0.7 volts and a maximum negative voltage of about -2.0 to 4.0 volts before it is combined with the output of the voltage regulator 22 at node B. Alternatively, the zener diode 50 may be replaced by a signal diode so as to limit the negative voltage to approximately 0.7 volts. The second zener diode 52 isolates the feedback circuit 28 from the output voltage of the voltage regulator 22.

When the voltage on the non-inverting input of the comparator 26 exceeds the voltage on the inverting input, the comparator 26 outputs a "high" or positive voltage signal to render a transistor 54 conductive. When the transistor 54 is conductive, current flows to circuit ground through two parallel resistors 56,58, the transistor 54, and a resistor 60. Current flowing through the resistor 60 causes a "high" voltage signal to appear at the base of the transistor 36, which renders the transistor 36 conductive to provide a low-impedance path for the full-wave rectified signal. The diode 57 isolates the capacitor 38 from the shorted switch to prevent the capacitor 38 from discharging through the low impedance path. As explained previously in reference to Fig. 2, the low impedance path through the load resistor 24 does not significantly load the current transformer 12, nor is the capacitor 38 charged during this time. While the full-wave rectified signal is diverted to the low impedance path, the capacitor 38 discharges to provide the voltage regulator 22 with sufficient power for the associated circuitry.

As the capacitor 38 discharges, the voltage at the non-inverting input of the comparator 26 falls below the level of the voltage on the inverting
input. This causes the comparator 26 to output a "low" voltage signal (0.5 volts) to render the transistor 54 nonconductive. Since the transistor 54 no longer conducts current, no current flows through the resistor 60, and no voltage appears at the base of the transistor 36. Therefore, the transistor 36 becomes nonconductive, and effectively presents an open circuit to the full-wave rectified signal at node A. Since the full-wave rectified signal has only one available path, the capacitor 38 receives the full-wave rectified signal. The capacitor 38 charges until the voltage at the non-inverting input of the comparator 26 exceeds the voltage on the inverting input. When this occurs, the comparator 26 again closes the bypass switch 18 by delivering a "high" voltage signal which renders the transistors 36 and 54 conductive again.

The capacitor 38 charges near the zero crossing points of the current signal on the power line due to the nature of the signals being compared by the comparator 26. As output signal from the discharging capacitor 38 falls, the feedback signal rises. When the magnitudes of the signals are equal, the comparator 26 switches states to allow the capacitor 38 to recharge by receiving the full-wave rectified signal. As the capacitor 38 also recharges, the output of the capacitor 38 rises. During the recharging period T2, the feedback signal reaches a peak, which corresponds to a zero crossing point of the monitored current signal, and then begins to fall. When the magnitudes are again equal, the comparator 26 switches states so that the full-wave rectified signal bypasses the capacitor 38, thus allowing the capacitor 38 to discharge to provide output power for the power supply 10.
In certain applications it is required that the power supply feeding a circuit breaker arrangement be capable of quickly satisfying power requirements. In accordance with this invention, this requirement is satisfied by the provision of an alternate power source within the power supply. Such an arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a power supply, which, according to an alternate embodiment of this invention, is adapted for operation with a three-phase power source.

The power supply 70 of Fig. 4 is identical to the power supply 10 shown in Fig. 3 except for the provision of an alternate power source 72 and separate current transformers 12a, 12b, and 12c for sensing the current in each of the three lines of the three-phase power source. The operation of the bypass switch 18, the charging circuit 20, the comparator 26, the voltage regulator 22, and the feedback circuit 28 is identical to the operation described with reference to Fig. 3 and, accordingly, will not be described here. In the power supply of Fig. 4, the sensed current from each of the three current transformers 12a, 12b, and 12c is rectified by corresponding serially connected full-wave rectifiers 16a, 16b and 16c. Because the rectifiers are serially connected, the current signal at node A is equal to the largest of the three full-wave rectified current signals.

The alternate power source 72, according to an illustrative form, includes a summing current transformer 74 adapted to sense any current imbalance between the signals being sensed by the line transformers 12a, 12b, and 12c and generates an output corresponding to the vectorial sum of these three current signals. The current sensed by the transformer 74 is rectified by a bridge rectifier 76 which is identical to the bridge rectifiers 16a-c.
used with the transformers 12a–c. The output of rectifier 76 is linked to node A through an isolating diode 78. The alternate power source 72 also includes a feedback circuit 28’ which is identical to the feedback circuit 28 used with the line transformers and delivers a positive feedback signal to node B. More specifically, the feedback circuit 28’ includes an input point defined by the junction of a resistor 24, which leads to ground, and a resistor 48’, which is connected to a first zener diode 52’ leading to node B and also to a second zener diode 50’ leading to ground.

Because of the three-phase nature of the power source, the current signals in each of the three lines are 120° out of phase with one another and the vectorial sum of the signals equals a constant value of zero during normal operation. Hence, the summing current transformer 74 does not contribute to the signal at node A during normal operation.

However, if the current in one of the three-phase lines experiences an abnormal condition, such as a ground fault, the vectorial sum of the currents in the three conductors is not zero. The summing current transformer 74 senses an imbalance between the current transformers 12a, 12b, and 12c and outputs a voltage signal to a full-wave rectifier 76 which corresponds to the magnitude of the imbalance. Since it is possible for slight imbalances to exist in the three-phase lines during normal operation, the summing current transformer 74 is preferable adjusted to generate an imbalance signal only if at least a predetermined amount of imbalance is detected. The full-wave rectified signal is received at node A, and adds to the current signal output form the serially connected three-phase current transformers 12a, 12b, and 12c. This larger
power signal charges the capacitor 38 to a higher voltage level to quickly provide extra power to the voltage regulator 22. The voltage regulator 22 thus becomes capable of providing the extra power necessitated by the presence of abnormal conditions, such as ground faults, which can cause the trip unit or electromagnetic tripping relay of the circuit breaker to be energized and interrupt current flow.

While the ground fault tripping circuitry is not shown as part of the power supply 70, it should be understood that such tripping circuitry can also monitor the output of the current transformer 74 and signal the electromagnetic relay to trip if a predetermined amount of imbalance is detected.

The power source 72, accordingly, functions as a parallel source of power. The arrangement allows the circuitry, under normal conditions, to be powered up by either the summing transformer 74 of the alternate power source 72 or any of the phase transformers 12a, 12b, or 12c. When a ground fault condition occurs, power to the circuit breaker can be supplied by the combination of the summing transformer and one of the phase transformers.
1. A power supply for a circuit breaker, comprising:
   means for providing a current signal having a magnitude correlative to the current flowing in a conductor;
   a charging circuit which is charged by said current signal and which delivers a voltage signal having a magnitude correlative to the charge stored in said charging circuit;
   means for directing said current signal through said charging circuit when the magnitude of said current signal is below a predetermined magnitude; and
   means for bypassing said charging circuit when the magnitude of said current signal is above said predetermined magnitude.

2. The power supply, as set forth in claim 1, wherein said providing means includes a current transformer positioned proximate said conductor to inductively sense current flowing through said conductor.

3. The power supply, as set forth in claim 1, wherein the predetermined magnitude of said current signal is about twenty percent of the peak value of said current signal.

4. The power supply, as set forth in claim 1, wherein the predetermined magnitude of said current signal is less than thirty percent of the peak value of said current signal.
5. A power supply for a circuit breaker, comprising:
   means for providing a current signal having a magnitude correlative to the current flowing in a conductor;
   a charging circuit which is charged by said current signal and which delivers a voltage signal having a magnitude correlative to the charge stored in said charging circuit;
   a low impedance circuit which bypasses said charging circuit; and
   means for directing said current signal through said charging circuit when the magnitude of said current signal falls below a predetermined magnitude, and redirecting said current signal through said low impedance circuit when the magnitude of said current signal rises above said predetermined magnitude.

6. The power supply, as set forth in claim 5, wherein said providing means includes a current transformer positioned proximate said conductor to inductively sense current flowing through said conductor.

7. The power supply, as set forth in claim 5, wherein said low impedance circuit includes a load resistor.

8. The power supply, as set forth in claim 5, wherein the predetermined magnitude of said current signal is about twenty percent of the peak value of said current signal.
9. The power supply, as set forth in claim 5, wherein the predetermined magnitude of said current signal is less than thirty percent of the peak value of said current signal.

10. A power supply for a circuit breaker, comprising:
   means for providing a current signal correlative to the current flowing in a conductor;
   a charging circuit which is charged by said current signal and which delivers a voltage signal having a magnitude correlative to the charge stored in said charging circuit;
   a low impedance path which bypasses said charging circuit;
   means for producing a feedback signal having a magnitude correlative to the current in said conductor;
   means for comparing said feedback signal with said voltage signal; and
   means for directing said current signal through said low impedance path in response to the magnitude of said voltage signal being greater than the magnitude of said feedback signal, and directing said current signal through said charging circuit in response to the magnitude of said voltage signal being less than the magnitude of said feedback signal.

11. The power supply, as set forth in claim 10, wherein said low impedance path includes a load resistor.

12. The power supply, as set forth in claim 10, wherein said feedback signal is greater than said voltage signal near zero crossing points of said current signal.
13. The power supply, as set forth in claim 10, further comprising:
   a full-wave rectifier which receives said current signal and produces a full-wave rectified current signal.

14. The power supply, as set forth in claim 13, wherein said full-wave rectified current signal charges said charging circuit for a first period of time which includes the zero crossing point of said current signal, and passes through said low impedance path for a second period of time which is longer than said first period of time and which includes the maximum point of said full-wave rectified current signal.

15. The power supply, as set forth in claim 10, wherein said current signal charges said charging circuit twice during the period of said current signal.

16. A power supply for a circuit breaker, where the circuit breaker carries current in a conductor, comprising:
   current sensing means for providing a current signal having a magnitude correlative to the current flowing in said conductor;
   means for rectifying said current signal;
   switching means for opening and closing a low impedance path, wherein said low impedance path includes a load resistor and passes said rectified current signal when said low impedance path is closed;
   charging means for receiving said rectified current signal when said low impedance path is open, charging a storage element with said rectified current signal, and delivering a voltage signal
having a magnitude correlative to the charge on said storage element;

means for regulating said voltage signal to deliver a dc voltage signal;

feedback means for producing a feedback signal having a magnitude correlative to the current in said conductor; and

means for comparing said feedback signal with said voltage signal, and delivering a switching signal to said switching means in response to the magnitudes of said compared signals being equal.

17. The power supply, as set forth in claim 16, wherein said switching means alternately opens and closes said low impedance path in response to successive switching signals.

18. The power supply, as set forth in claim 16, wherein said rectified signal passes through said low impedance path when the magnitude of said voltage signal is greater than the magnitude of said feedback signal.

19. The power supply, as set forth in claim 16, wherein said rectified signal passes through said charging means when the magnitude of said voltage signal is less than the magnitude of said feedback signal.

20. The power supply, as set forth in claim 16, wherein the magnitude of said voltage signal is less than the magnitude of said feedback signal when the magnitude of said current signal is less than about thirty percent of the peak value of said current signal.
21. A power supply for a circuit breaker, where the circuit breaker carries and interrupts current in a conductor, comprising:

a current transformer which provides a current signal correlative to the current flowing in said conductor;

a full-wave rectifier which rectifies said current signal;

a storage element which is charged by said rectified current signal and is discharged to power peripheral circuits connected to the output of said power supply, and which delivers a voltage signal correlative to the charge on said storage element;

a low impedance path which bypasses said storage element;

a bypass switch which directs said rectified current signal to said storage element, and which redirects said rectified current signal to said low impedance path;

a voltage regulator which receives said voltage signal and limits said voltage signal to produce a dc voltage signal;

a load resistor having a voltage correlative to said current signal, and which delivers a feedback signal having a magnitude correlative to the current in said conductor; and

a comparator which compares the magnitude of said feedback signal with the magnitude of said voltage signal, and delivers a switching signal to said bypass switch responsive to the magnitude of said voltage signal being greater than the magnitude of said feedback signal to redirect said rectified current signal to said low impedance path.

22. A power supply for a circuit breaker, where the circuit breaker carries current in three conductors of a three-phase distribution circuit and
can selectively interrupt current flowing in any of said conductors in response to a detected fault, comprising:

means for providing a current signal correlative to the maximum current flowing in said three conductors;

means for providing a current signal correlative to the sum of the currents flowing through each of said three conductors;

means adding said summed current signal to said maximum current signal;

a charging circuit which is charged by said added current signal and which delivers a voltage signal having a magnitude correlative to the charge stored in said charging circuit;

a low impedance circuit which bypasses said charging circuit; and

means for directing said added current signal through said charging circuit when the magnitude of said maximum current signal falls below a predetermined magnitude, and redirecting said added current signal through said low impedance circuit when the magnitude of said maximum current signal rises above said predetermined magnitude.

23. The power supply, as set forth in claim 22, wherein said providing means includes a current transformer positioned proximate each respective conductor to inductively sense current flowing through said respective conductor.

24. The power supply, as set forth in claim 22, wherein said low impedance circuit includes a load resistor.

25. The power supply, as set forth in claim 22, wherein the predetermined magnitude of said
maximum current signal is about twenty percent of the peak value of said maximum current signal.

26. The power supply, as set forth in claim 22, wherein the predetermined magnitude of said maximum current signal is less than thirty percent of the peak value of said maximum current signal.

27. A power supply for a circuit breaker, where the circuit breaker carries current in three conductors of a three-phase distribution circuit and can selectively interrupt current flowing in any of said conductors in response to a detected fault, comprising:

a first current transformer positioned to monitor current flowing through a first of said three conductors, and delivering a current signal correlative to the current flowing in said first conductor;

a second current transformer positioned to monitor current flowing through a second of said three conductors, and delivering a current signal correlative to the current flowing in said second conductor;

a third current transformer positioned to monitor current flowing through a third of said three conductors, and delivering a current signal correlative to the current flowing in said third conductor;

a summing current transformer which sums the currents flowing through each of said three conductors, and delivers a current signal having a magnitude correlative to the sum of the currents flowing through each of said three conductors;

a first rectifier which rectifies said first current signal;
a second rectifier which rectifies said second current signal;

a third rectifier which rectifies said third current signal, said three rectifiers being serially connected to deliver a signal having a magnitude correlative to the maximum of said three rectified current signals;

means for rectifying said summed current signal, and adding said rectified summed current signal to said maximum rectified current signal;

means for directing said added rectified current signal to a storage element which is charged by said added rectified current signal and which delivers a voltage signal correlative to the charge on said storage element;

means for regulating said voltage signal to deliver a dc voltage signal;

first means for producing a first feedback signal correlative to the maximum current in said three conductors;

second means for producing a second feedback signal correlative to the sum of the currents in said three conductors, and adding said first feedback signal to said second feedback signal to produce a total feedback signal; and

means for comparing said total feedback signal with said voltage signal, and delivering a switching signal in response to the magnitude of said total feedback signal equaling the magnitude of said voltage signal to said directing means to redirect said rectified current signal to a low impedance path.

28. The power supply, as set forth in claim 27, wherein said added rectified current signal is directed to said low impedance path in response to
said voltage signal being greater than said total feedback signal.

29. The power supply, as set forth in claim 27, wherein said added rectified current signal is directed to said storage element in response to said voltage signal being less than said total feedback signal.

30. The power supply, as set forth in claim 27, wherein said added rectified current signal charges said storage element for a first period of time which includes the zero point of said added rectified current signal, and passes through said low impedance path for a second period of time which is longer than said first period of time and which includes the maximum point of said added rectified current signal.

31. A method for supplying power to a circuit breaker, where the circuit breaker carries current in a conductor, comprising the steps of: producing a signal having a magnitude correlative to the current flowing in said conductor; directing said current signal to a storage element; charging said storage element with said current signal; delivering a voltage signal correlative to the charge on said storage element; producing a feedback signal having a magnitude correlative to the current in said conductor; comparing said feedback signal with said voltage signal; and
redirecting said current signal onto a low impedance path in response to the magnitude of said voltage signal being greater than the magnitude of said feedback signal.

32. The method, as set forth in claim 31, wherein the magnitude of said voltage signal is less than the magnitude of said feedback signal when the magnitude of the current signal less than thirty percent of the peak value of said current signal.

33. A method for supplying power to a circuit breaker, where the circuit breaker carries and interrupts current in a conductor, comprising the steps of:

producing a signal having a magnitude correlative to the current flowing in said conductor;
rectifying said current signal;
directing said rectified current signal to a storage element;
charging said storage element with said rectified current signal;
delivering a voltage signal having a magnitude correlative to the charge on said storage element;
regulating said voltage signal to deliver a dc voltage signal;
producing a feedback signal having a magnitude correlative to the current in said conductor and to said dc voltage signal;
comparing the magnitude of said feedback signal with the magnitude of said voltage signal;
redirecting said rectified current signal onto a low impedance path in response to the magnitude of one of said compared signals exceeding the magnitude of the other of said compared signals;
continuing to compare the magnitude of said feedback signal with the magnitude of said voltage signal; and
redirecting said rectified current signal to said storage element in response to the magnitude of said other of said compared signals exceeding the magnitude of said one of said compared signals.

34. The method, as set forth in claim 33, wherein said rectified current signal is directed onto said low impedance path in response to said current signal exceeding a predetermined magnitude.

35. The method, as set forth in claim 33, wherein said rectified current signal is directed to said storage element in response to said current signal falling below a predetermined magnitude.

36. The method, as set forth in claims 34 and 35, wherein said predetermined magnitude is correlative to about twenty percent of the peak magnitude of said current signal.

37. A method for supplying power to a circuit breaker, where the circuit breaker carries and interrupts current in a conductor, comprising the steps of:
producing a current signal correlative to the current flowing in said conductor;
rectifying said current signal;
redirecting said rectified current signal to a low impedance path when the rectified current signal is greater than about twenty percent of its peak value;
redirecting said rectified signal to a storage element when the rectified current signal is less than about twenty percent of its peak value;
charging said storage element with said rectified current signal;
    delivering a voltage signal correlative to the charge on said storage element; and
    regulating said voltage signal to deliver a dc voltage signal.

38. A method for supplying power to a circuit breaker, where the circuit breaker carries current in three conductors of a three-phase distribution circuit and can selectively interrupt current flowing in any of said conductors in response to a detected fault, comprising the steps of:
    providing current signals correlative to the current flowing in said respective conductors;
    providing a summed current signal correlative to the sum of the currents flowing in each of said conductors;
    rectifying said current signals and said summed current signal;
    adding said summed rectified current signal to the maximum of said rectified current signals;
    directing said added rectified current signal to a low impedance path when the added rectified current signal is greater than about twenty percent of its peak value;
    redirecting said added rectified signal to a storage element when the added rectified current signal is less than about twenty percent of its peak value;
    charging said storage element with said added rectified current signal;
    delivering a voltage signal correlative to the charge on said storage element; and
    regulating said voltage signal to deliver a dc voltage signal.
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